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▪ This webinar will be recorded

▪ Drop any questions and comments in the chat box

▪ We’ll email you all research discussed, plus the slides and recording of this session 

tomorrow – keep an eye out!

▪ Follow Totaljobs on LinkedIn for the latest research and upcoming webinars

Before we kick off…



▪ An overview of Totaljobs, part of the Stepstone Group and me

▪ State of play

▪ Q2 Hiring Trends from the UK and Germany

▪ What can we expect over the next months?

▪ AI and automation trends in recruitment and the workplace

▪ The future of recruitment and work

▪ Panel discussion

What we will cover



Hiring platforms

Totaljobs is part of The Stepstone 
Group, one of the world’s leading job 
platforms, operating across more 
than 30 countries and with a portfolio 
of over 20 hiring platform brands.

We believe that there is a right job for 
everyone. Our platforms are used by 
all-sized businesses across all 
industries.

We leverage our data, platform and 
technology to perfectly match talent 
and companies, resulting in fair and 
equitable hires.

A global people business with a local heart

20

Customers worldwide

>160,000

Employees worldwide

>4,000

Jobs

>600,000



What's happening now in 
recruitment?

Drawing upon insights from our 
Hiring Trends Index

(survey of 2,000 HR leaders 
in the UK and Germany)



▪ UK labour market is growing, and the employment 
rate reached 76%

▪ The new OBR prediction says unemployment will 
peak at 5% instead of 4.4%

▪ Vacancies have declined almost 25% since last year 
but remain above 1 million

▪ Fortunately, the inflation rate finally showed sign of 
easing in June, coming down to 7.9%

▪ Employer confidence for hiring is still strong at 57%                    
- highest since 2021

State of play



The current hiring trends in the UK

Source: Totaljobs Hiring Trends Index Q2 2023



The average time to hire

Source: Totaljobs Hiring Trends Index Q2 2023

5.8
weeks



Source: The Stepstone Group Hiring Trends Index Q2 2023

The current hiring trends in the Germany



What's next in 
recruitment?

The AI-rrival



AI and automation trends 

Source: Totaljobs Hiring Trends Index Q2 2023



Hype vs. Hesitation: Sentiment towards AI

Source: Totaljobs’ and the Stepstone Group’s survey of over 5,000 respondents who 
work full-time or part-time in the UK or Germany (aged 18+)



Yes, it’s more efficient

I’m indifferent

No, I don’t think we need it

A

B

C

Do you feel optimistic about 
the use of AI in recruitment?



Source: Totaljobs’ and the Stepstone Group’s survey of over 5,000 respondents 
who work full-time or part-time in the UK or Germany (aged 18+)

Hype vs. Hesitation



Stay in the loop with the latest 
recruitment insights

Quarterly Hiring Trends Our LinkedIn Newsletter: 
Recruitment Radar

Follow Totaljobs on LinkedIn

The Stepstone Group 
Newsletter: Work Beat

https://www.totaljobs.com/recruiter-advice/hiring-trends-index/
https://www.totaljobs.com/recruiter-advice/hiring-trends-index/
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/recruitment-radar-7067510068295933952/
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/recruitment-radar-7067510068295933952/
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/recruitment-radar-7067510068295933952/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/totaljobs/
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/7036246918523416576/
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/7036246918523416576/


Let’s talk

Data Ethics Project Manager
The Stepstone Group

Roberta Barone (she/her) Siadhal Magos Shazia Ejaz (she/her)

Co-founder & CEO
Metaview

Director of Campaigns & Research
REC 



Thanks 
for joining
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